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Momentum Transfer of Viscoelastic Fluid 
Between Rotating Plates 
Abstract 
i. 
An incompressible, viscoelastic fluid is contained between two 
infinite parallel plates rotating at a uniform angular velocity 
about a perpendicular axis. The plates are subjected to a slight 
increase in angular velocity which is then held constant. The time 
dependent   flow  field  is   calculated. 
The equations are set up by using linear relaxation theory. 
Solutions are of the Von Karraan Similarity form , and the main 
analytic device used is the Laplace Transform. The inversion of 
the Laplace Transform's is carried out numerically due to the 
complexity of the solutions. A discussion of an algorithm that 
carries out this inversion is the subject of chapters. 2, and 3. 
However, the International Mathematical and Statistical Library 
contains   a   routine,   FLINV,   which   incorporates  much  of   this   theory. 
For the special case of a Maxwellian fluid we find that the 
mechanism by which momentum is transferred is an angular velocity 
shock wave. These solutions depend on two parameters, one that 
measures   inertia,   and   a   second   that   measures   viscoelasticity. 
Frank  Antonio  Martin 
CHAPTER ONE 
1.1 Description of the problem 
An incompressible viscoelastic fluid is contained between two 
infinite parallel plates. The plates and the fluid are rotating as 
a solid body about a perpendicular axis with a constant angular 
velocity Q. The plates instantly have their angular velocity 
increased by a small amount EO. The steady state will result when 
the{fluid and the plates are again rotating as a solid body with 
angular velocity Q(l+e). We will discuss the transient motion 
generated between these two states. 
The problem is formulated for a general viscoelastic fluid. 
Some results are analyzed for the particular Case of a Maxwellian 
fluid. 
The method of Laplace transforms will be used. The inversion 
of these transforms will be carried out numerically since the 
expressions are very complicated. The numerical method used will be 
discussed in some detail. 
1.2  Equations  of motion 
For   an   axisymmetrie,    incompressible   flow   the   equations 
governing  the motion are: 
[1.1]     continuity:     3/3r(rv   )   +    3/3z(rv   )   =  0; 
r z 
[1.2]  momentum balance in the directions: 
r:  3/3r(a  ) + (c -o__)/r + 3/3z(o  )  = pa , 
rr     rr 99 rz      r 
a =  3/3t(v ) + v 3/3r(v ) - v^/r + v 3/3z(v ); 
r r    r     r    8     z     r 
9:  3/3r(r2<ire)/r2+ 3/3z(ae ) = pae# 
a. =x 3/3t(v.) + v 3/3r(vQ) + v v_/r + v 3/3z(v_); 
z:     d/3r(ra     )/r  +  3/3z(a     )   = pa   , 
rz zz z 
a    = 3/3t(v   )   + v 3/3r(v   )+ v  3/3z(v   ). 
z z r z z z 
Note   that  all  expressions   in  these   equations   are   functions   of   the 
polar   coordinates   r,z,   and   time   t.      Here   a   a   denote   the   stress 
components,   and v     the   fluid velocity components, 
a 
The boundary conditions at the plates (z=+h) are: 
[1.3]      v =v = 0 
r  z 
v =rfi for t<0,  v =rQ(l+e)   for t>0. 
A stream function is introduced by 
[1.4]      rv = -d/dz(V)     .   rv = B/dr^) 
r z 
1.3 Von Karman similarity, the acceleration terms 
The Von Karman similarity  is solutions of the form: 
2 
'[1.5]      v *'= rO(l+eu>)  + 0(e), cu = w(z,t), 
V - er2*     + 0(e2). * = *(z,t). 
All expansions for the rest of this paper will only be of order e 
Substituting [l.S] into [1.4] we get: 
[1.6]      v = -eid/dz(b)   , v = 2e<>. 
r z 
Substituting [l.S] and [1.6] into the acceleration terms in 
[1.2], and using a dot for partial derivatives with respect to time, 
we   get: 
[1.7] a     =  -rQ2  -  er[3/3z(i)   + 2Q2u>]   , 
r 
a0 = jerQ[ u> - 2a/3z«l)] . 
a = lib 
z 
The advantage of these solutions is that they eliminate all 
derivatives in the r direction. 
Note that <o is a dimensionless function that must equal 1 at 
the plates when the spin up begins, and must eventually equal 1 for 
all z. 
The function b   has the dimensions of velocity and is a 
multiple of v .  Note that v  is independent of r. 
z z 
The boundary conditions [1.3] transform to: 
[1.8]      4(±h,y) = 3/3z[<>(+h,t)] =0 * 
w(±h,t) = H(t) .    - 
n ■ - .   — 
where the Heaviside function, H(t), equals 1 for t>0, and 0 for t<0. 
1.4 Constitutive relations, the stress terms 
In viscoelastic fluids the stresses are related to the past 
history of the velocity and the velocity gradient. 
4 
If we define f(t), the relaxation function, as a function 
unique to the material being studied, with the same dimensions as 
viscosity over   time,   then we  can define   the   operator  F as: 
[1.9] F[   ]   = /*     f(t-T)[   ]dT 
—CO 
Note that F[g] has the same dimensions as ng where \i  is viscosity. 
Kazakia  has found the following constitutive relations. 
[1.10]     a      = -p + 2F[v /r]   = -p - 2eF[d/3z(*)], 
rr r 
oM = -p + 2F[v /r]   = -p - 2eF[a/3z«k)], 
zz 
a 
rz 
= -p - 4F[v /r]   = -p + 4eF[a/3z(*)]. 
r 
F[3/3z(v )]   = -reF[32/dz2(4)], 
aQz  =   F[d/az(vQ)]   = OrcF[3/3z(w)], 
ffre= °- 
where p is a hydrostatic pressure. 
'Substituting [1.10] into the momentum equations [1.2], and 
using the operator D for the partial derivative with respect to z, 
we   get: 
[1.11]   r:     -3/dr(p)   + F[D2v  ]     =    -3/3r(p)   -  erF[D3*]     = paf. 
1 2 9: QF[D v.]     = eQrF[D u]     = pa0. 
z:     -3/3z(p)   + F[D2v   ]     =    -d/-3z(p)   + 2eF[D2*]     = pa   . 
z z 
1.5  Pressure   terms 
2 2 2 Initially  the  pressure   is   l/2pv    =  l/2pr  Q   .     So we  propose 
[1.12] p~l/2pr2Q2 +  eP(r.z.t) 
We substitute this expression for pressure, along with the 
previously derived expressions for stress [1.10] and acceleration 
[1.7]   ,   into   the  momentum equations   [1.2],.     The   result   is: 
[1.13]   r:     3/3r(P)   + rF[D3*]   = pr(D* + 2Q2u>  ). 
0: F[D2w]   =     p(u - 2D4   ). 
z:     D(P) - 2F[D2*]   =     -2pA 
Note    that   only   P   is   still   dependent   on   r.      P  must   be   expanded 
further. 
The   z  momentum equation   implies   that  d/dz(P)   is  a   function of 
only   z  and  t.     Taking  a derivative  with respect   to  r we .get   that   the 
2 
mixed   partial  d   /drdz(P)   equals  zero.     Now   integrating with  respect 
to z  and dividing  by  r we  conclude   that  d/dr(P)/r depends   on   only   r 
and  t. 
j      However the r momentum equation tells us that d/dr(P)/r is a 
/ "   - - 
function of only z and t.  Therefore we must conclude that d/dr(P)/r 
is only dependent on t. Let 
3/3r(P)/r = P (t)   implying 
[1.14]     P = l/2r2P (t) + p(z.t) . 
o 
Substituting [1.14] into [1.13] we get: 
[1.15]      r:  P + F[DJ*]  - p(D* + 2Q co ) . 
o 
9:      F[D2*]  = p( (J - 2D* ) , 
z:  Dp -2F[D2*]  = -2p* 
1.6 Nondimensional quantities 
Nondimensional quantities will be introduced using the value 
h for length (distance between the plates is 2h),and a fixed value 
for time x which will be dependent on the constitutive function 
selected.  A bar will be used to denote the Laplace transform of, a 
^ — -CO    ~* fi t *— 
function, i.e. g means g(t) and g means g(s) = /  e   g(t)dt. The 
nondimensional variables are: 
[1.16] independent:    r*=r/h . 
y =z/h , 
t*=t/T . 
[1.17}   dependent:     u*=(o , u)*=u>/t , 
♦*=*r/h , J*=*/h . 
p*=p7(ph2Q2) , p*=p/(ph2fl2r) . 
P*=P /(pQ2) . P*=P*/(PQ2T) : 
o  o o  o 
[1.18]   parameter: fl*=Qx ; 
i 
[1.19] operator: F»[   ]   = /**  f*(   Tt*- tT*)[   ]dT*   . 
* 
f*=T2f/(Ph2)     . f*=Tf/(ph2)     . 
1.7  Nondimensional   equations 
The   operator D will  now mean partial   derivative with  respect 
i 
to y,   and a  dot will mean   partial   derivative   with   respect   to   t*. 
Equations   [1.15]   in nondimensional   form  are: 
[1.20] r:     Q*2P*       +    F*[D3**] =    D**       +     2Q*2u>*   . 
o, 
G: F*[D2w*] u>* 2D(k*   . 
z:     Dp*Q*2     - 2F»[D2**] -    -2**   . 
BC's       ♦** = Dw»  = 0    and u>*  = 1     at y=+l   . 
i 
Taking   the Laplace   transform  of   the   equations   [1.20],   and   using 
the   convolution  theorem,   F*[v*(t*)]   =  f*(s*)v*(s?),   we  obtain: 
[1.21] r:     Q*2P*     +  f*D3J*       =     s*D4>*     +    2Q*2w*   , 
o 
[1.22] 9: f*D2w*       =     s*w*       -     2D$*   , 
which  determines   the velocity  field.     The  last   equation   determines 
the  pressure   field. 
[1.23] z:     0*2Dp*  - 2f»D2J*     =    -2s*J*   . 
[1.24] BC's       J*  = Dj*  = 0    and w*  = 1/s*       at  y=±l   . 
1.8 Velocity Field Solution 
Substituting   [1.22]   into   [1.21]     we   get   a   fourth   order, 
ordinary differential  equation for to*. ^ 
[1.25] f*2D4u* - 2s*f*D2w*  +  (s*2 + 4Q*2)u>* = 2P*Q*2 
o 
Since the solution must be even in y, we conclude: 
[1.26] w* = 2P*Q*2/(s«2 + 4Q*2) + A,cosh m,y + A.cosh m„y . where O 1 .  1 2 I 
[1.22] m        =   [(s* + 2Q*i)/f*]1/2 
l # ** 
Substituting   [1.26]   into   [1.22]  ajid  integrating we  get: 
[1.28] ♦*  = P*s*Q*2y/(s*2  + 4Q*2)   - A,Q*i   sinhdn.yj/m, 
o 1 li 
- A 0*i   sinhdn y)/m 
plus  an  arbitrary  function   of   s*.      This   function   must   equal   zero 
because  9*  = 0  at  y=l  and y=-l. 
10 
<b 
The boundary conditions   [1.24]   provide   us  with  values   for 
P*(s»)»   A   (s»)   and  A   (s*)   using  solutions   [1.26]   and  [1.28].    The 
algebra  is very complex,so we  introduce   the  following variables  as  a 
device  to keep  the  succeeding equations manageable, 
[1.29] K    = 2s*m m    -   f*[nu   tanh »,   ~ n\   tanh m2J   » 
K    =  i(m„   tanh m,   -  m,   tanh mu)   , 
o 2 11 2. 
K    = m    -  tanh o.   , 
,,J'.-}-J 
K2 = m2 ~  tanh n2   ' 
The  end result  of  the  algebra  is: 
[1.30] P* =   (s*/fl»  + 40*/**)K /K   . 
o ~       o 
A1   = K m./CKcosh m  )   ,  A.  = K m./(Kcosh m_) 
Substituting   [1.30]   into   [1.26]   and  [1.28]     we  get: 
[1.31] . Z* = ?V!    +    m^cosh Ply    +    m^cosh m2y     ^ 
Ks* K cosh m K cosh m. 
[1.32]     ?• = I?!fo -  °*V sinh miy  +  OT^i sinh m2y ^ 
K        K cosh m1 K cosh m. 
11 . 
1.9 Pressure  field  solution   ^ >-. 
We    substitute    tfee    solution   already   obtained   for   9* 
[1.32],   into   [1.23]   .   and using   [1.27]   in the  form: 
[1.33] f*m^ =  s* + 2Q*i   , 
f*mj =  s* - 2Q*i   , 
we conclude 
[1.34] Dg«  = "2y **\    +    4K2sinh miy    + 4KlSinh mj 
fl*K K cosh m K cosh m 
Integrating with respect to y will introduce a hydrostatic 
pressure which is dependent on time. This pressure can be taken to 
be  zero without  loss of generality,  as a  result we have: 
U.35] ?*  =     -y2'*2^     +    4K2  COSh mly    +    4K1  cosh m2y 
Q*K Km-   cosh m Km  cosh m. 
J 
12 
-«,■! 
1.10 Series expansions 
\ 
The only remaining task, though a formidable one, is to 
invert the Laplace transforms. This endeavor is unlikely to be 
carried out analytically since the expressions K , K, K , and K 
O X *» 
(all functions of s*) are very complicated. It is desirable to 
replace some of the terms with infinite series. The motivation for 
this  expansion will be   seen  later. •■ 
Start with the geometric series (all sums are taken from j=0 
to j=») 
[1.36] l/(l-u) = Euj   , 
.   ,       l/[   1 + exp(-2m)   ] = E(-l)Jexp(-2mj)   , 
l/cosh(m) = Z(-l)jexp(-m-2lfifj)   . 
Define: [1.37]    a. = 1 + y + 2j ,   0. = 1 - y + 2j 
Therefore 
[1.38] cosh(my)/cosh(m)   =       Z(-1)J[exp(-m0.)' + exp(-ma  )]   , 
sinh(my)/cosh(m)   =      E(-1)J[exp(-m0.)   -  expHma  )]   . 
J J 
13 
Substituting [1.38] into [1.31],[1.32]» and [1.35], we get: 
[1.39]     u>* = 20*K /(s*K) 
o 
+ U-l)j [m1K2exp(.-m1^ .)   + a^expC-m^ .) ]/K 
+  Ef-D-'tm.jK^xpt-in.ja ) + m^expt-n^a.) ] /K , 
♦* = yQ*K /K 
o 
- Z(-l)J[iK exp(-m 0.) - iK exp(-m<)P .) ]/(Q*/K) 
+ Z(-l)J[iK2exp(-n a.) - iK2exp(-m2a.)]/(fl*/K) . 
$* = ^y2s*K /(ft*K) o 
+  2(-l)j[K2/m1exp(-m1P.) + K.^expt-m,^ ) ] (4/K) 
+  E(-l)j[K2/m1exp(-m1a.) + l^/n^expf-n^a.) ] (4/K) 
14 
1.11 Marwellian fluid 
^A Marwellian fluid uses the relaxation function 
[1.40]     f(t) = u/Xexp(-tA)    f(s) = u/Us + D 
where X is the relaxation time, and \i is the viscosity for time 
independent stress. Both constants are positive. Using [1.19] and 
[1.27]   we  obtain  for  a Maxwellian  fluid: 
[1.41] f» =    ^ 
» s* + xl\ ph X 
Select the value for x 
2 1/2 [1.34]   x  = (ph k/\i)        , which implies 
[1.43]      f* = l/(s* + x/k)  ',   m   = [(s* ± 2Q*i)(s* + TA)]1/2. 
The motivation for selecting x as we did was to get both m and in- 
to behave like s* for large s*. As we shall see, this choice 
provides a convenient physical interpretation for x. 
A second dimensionless parameter, x/X  has appeared in the 
equations.  This parameter is a measure of viscoelastic effects, 
15 
while the first parameter, Q* = rQ is a measure of inertial effects. 
For convenience set A=t/X. 
Motivated by the Taylor series, 
[1.44]     m   = s* + 1/2A + fl*i + 0(1/**). 
we define 
[1.35.1     M(y)1 2 = exp[-(m1 2 - s*)y] 
where y will be either a. or 8..  Note that for large s* 
J     J 
S 
jl.46]     M(y)  2 ^ exp(-l/2A )exp(+Q*yi)". 
We define the following functions 
[1.47] 01,(8*)     = 2Q*K   /(s*K)   . 1 o 
*,(**)     =    Q*K  /K   , 1 o 
Pn(s*)     = -s*K   /(fl*K)   , 1 o 
o)2(y.s*)   =  [^(yJK^ + M2(y)K1a2]/K.,, 
' I   f V 
J2(y.s*)   =   [MJWKJ  - M2(y)K1l(iQ*/K)   . 
P2(y.s*)   =   [M1(y)K2/m1  + M^y^/n^] (4/K) 
16 
Rewriting the general solutions [1.39] using [1.46] and [1.47]: 
[1.48] 
«»(■•)-    WjCs*)   +   Z (-l)j[u2(p.,s*)exp(-p.s*)   + w2(o.,s*)e"xp(-a  ■*)]'. 
**(s*)= y$v(s*)   +   I (-l)j[$  (p.,s*)exp(-0.s*)  - t,(a..s*)exp(-a.s*)], 
f*(s*)=y2P1(s*)   +   E (-l)j[P2(0.,s*)exp(-0.s*)   + p"2(a.,s*)exp(-a.s*)]. 
\ 
Taking the inverse Laplace transform of the above equations is 
mostly symbolic. All the functions are very complicated and are 
unlikely   to   be   inverted   analytically,    i.e.      we   have   an   exact 
expression   for   P   (s*),   but  P   (t*)   must  be   evaluated numerically  for 
any  given t*.     Using  the   translation theorem we write: 
[1,49] 
w*(t*)=    w.(t*)   + Z(-l)j[to0(p.,t*-p.)H(t*-p.) + o).(a..t*-a.)H(t*-a.)]. 
♦*(t*)= y*:(t*>   +■ n-l)j[<L(0.,t*-p.)H(t»-0.) " f,(a..t*-a.)H(t*-a.)], 1                                   *     J           J                J -^    J J J 
p*(t*)=y2P1(t«)   + Z(-l)j[P2(p.,t*-p.)H(t*-p.) + P2(a;.t*-a  )H(t*-a  )]. 
17 
1.12 Wave fronts, interpreting step functions 
Using the definitions of a, and 6. [1.37]. we see that: j J 
[1.50] H(t*-o  )   = H(t*-(l+y+2j)   )   , 
H(t*-0.)   = H(t*-(l-y+2j)   )   . 
Let   us   refer  to  the  terms  in any  series by  their values  of  a or  P  . 
3 
For  example,   a    will  refer  to  the  term   (-1)   u   (o,, t*-a,)H(t*-a3) . 
Graph 1 (next page) indicates the regions where the terms are 
nonzero. Obviously most of the terms in the series are zero for 
small   values   of   t*.     Also,   u>   ,  <t  ,   and P    each contain one  of  the 
factors     exp(-l/2A(l+y+2j))   ,  which. indicates   that   the   terms   that 
appear  later   in  time  are much  smaller   than  those   appearing  earlier. 
Focusing  on the   interval  0<t*<l   (0<t<t)   and   using   0     =   1-y, 
we  see   that  the  expression  for to becomes: 
[1.51] o) = o>1(t*)   + u>2(l-y,t*+y-l)H(t*+y-l) 
alternatively written 
[1.52] to = u^U*) for    y <  1-t*   , 
io =  u>   (t*)   +  CD   (l-y,t*+y-l) for     y   >   1-t*   . 
18 
<E> 
Defining the variable y„    =l-t*  we see that u is discontinuous at 
front 
i 
the vertical lines y=+y„    .  The fronts move from the plates 
'   -'front 
(y=+l) to the center (y=0) as t* goes from 0 to 1.  Hence x   is 
simply the time it takes for the wave fronts to reach the center 
■ i 
(see graphs 2 and 3). 
After   time  x   the   a     term  becomes   nonzero.      At   time   2x   the 
o 
fronts   reflect, off   the   bounding   plates   and   the   3      term   becomes 
nonzero.     The   waves   continue   to   reflect   off   the   plates   at   times   2x, 
4r,   .. . 
y GRAPH 1 
l 
0 
^s.         o , /r          o       o 
a   •■   tf 
o        o 
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j-*- 
1.13 The azimuthal velocity, early numerical results 
The expression for azimuthal velocity v  is: 
ft 
[1.5]     v = rQ(l+eto) 10 = u»(z,t) 
I 
The boundary condition is u>=l at z=+h. The limiting condition as t 
approaches °° is io=l for all z. w is discontinuous at z/h = 1-t/r, 
and it depends on two parameters. Some of the numerical results 
are summarized in the following graph's. 
Graph    x/k, Qx t/x 
#4 .1 1. .3 
#5' .1 1. .7 
#6 .1 1. .9 
#7 .1 10. .3 
#8 10. 10. .4 
#9 .1 25. .7 
20 
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1.14 Streamlines. early numerical results 
Repeating the expressions for streamlines and z velocity: 
[1.2]    f = er* * = *(z,t) 
[1.6]     v = 2e* z 
We see that the sign of 6 indicates the direction of the flow along 
the stream line. 
• -J'       J 
Two important effects seem to be appearing.  The first, seen 
in graphs #10 and #11, seems to be caused by a boundary layer near 
the plate.  The second, seen in graphs #12-#14, is an effect 
formulating at the front.  In the latter case the streamlines are 
partly guesswork near the front.  The computer program breaks down 
in-this region when it attempts to calculate the K's [1.29]. The 
problem is that the values are beyond the range of a computer. 
Graph x/X O QT V/I t/T 
#10 .1 1. 1. .3 
#11 .1 1. 1. .7 
#12 .1 10. 1. .3 
#13 .1 10. 1. .75 
#14 .1 10. 1. .85 
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1".15 The  pr e ssur ei "pertnbart ion."' e arlV nurntri. re ai "rfeStttl t s~     "" 
The   expression  for pressure  was: 
[1.12] p = l/2pr2Q2 + eP(r.z.t) 
The   graphs   each  consist  of   six  level   curves   for   the  nondimensional 
2  2 quatity P/(ph Q   ).     The   curves  are   for   successively  smaller   values 
of   this quantity as we   go  down  the  page. 
Graphs #15-#17   show  the  pressure   level   curves  corresponding   to 
the   streamlines   in   graphs  #12-#14.      Graphs  #18 and #19  show  the 
effects  of  higher   speeds  of  rotation.     The  parameter t/X.   (labelled 
-.t - 
RATIO on the graphs) has a noticeabe effect. 
Graph    x/X Six t/x 
#15 .1 10. .3 
#16 .1 10. .75 
#17 .1 10. .85 
#18 .1 25. " .9 
#19 10. „ 25. .9 
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CHAPTER TWO 
P ■ ■ ■ 
2.1   Introduction 
'The method presented here uses Fourier analysis to derive a 
series for the inverse of a Laplace transform at a given time. The 
series derived converges very slowly, so a practical computer 
program must use a series transform that acjfflerates convergence. 
One   such  transform,   the  epsilon argument,   is  explained  in  chapter 3. 
2.2 Formulas 
Define    f(t)    to   be    a   piecewise    continuous   function   of 
exponential   order        (i.e.    there   exists   an   a     and   an H  such  that 
f(t)   <   Me        ).      Let   a>a   .     The   well   known   formulas   defining   a 
Laplace   transform F(s)   and   it   inverse   f(t)   are: 
O 
[2.1] F(s)   = r e"Stf(t)dt   , 
[2.2] f(t)   =^7 /a+i°°    eStF(s)ds 2ni    a-i°> 
The   series   used  for   numerically   approximating   f(t)   for   some 
given  t   is written here,   the  derivation   is  given   in  section 2.3   . 
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[2.3]    Select T such that T > t/2 , 
Define A,= a + kni/T , k = 1,2,3.... , k 
f(t) = f(t) - error , 
f(t) = eatF(a)/2T +  E Ret exp(A t)F(A ) ] 
k=l 
The   trapezoidal   rule   is written below   for   comparison. 
[2.4] I(x)   =    f*    G(t)dt   , 
a 
L      =    n/(x-a)   , 
x,     =    a  + k/L (x = x)   , k n 
I(x)   =  I(x)   -  error   , 
n-1 
I(x)   = G(a)/2L       +       2    G(x J/L       +    G(x)/2L 
k-1 k 
The   similarities  between   the   two   series   are   obvious.      However   the 
trapezoidal   rule  does  not  work  for  an  infinite   region. 
The   series   [2.3]   can be  written   in alternative   form: 
00 
[2.5]     eat/T [ l/2FYa) + E  {Re[F(a + kni/T)]cos(knt/T) 
k=l 
Im[F(a + kni/T)]sin(knt/T)}  ] . 
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2.3 Derivation of Inversion algorithm 
In this section we will formally derive the series 
approximating f(t), and the series that tells us the error involved. 
 Let f(t) be a piecewise continuous function with the condition 
f(t) = l/2[ f('t-) + f(t+) ] everywhere. 
Given any t, we can select a T such that 0 < t < 2T.  Define a 
► ■ 
sequence of periodic functions ( n = 0,1,2,3,... ): 
[2.7]     gn(t) = f(t)e"at  % for      2nT < t < 2(n+l)T , 
, i 
g (t+2T) = g (t)    for       —>  < t < » . 
 n n     ..  ■ • 
—at These   functions   each   take   one   section of   the   function  f(t)e and 
reproduce   it   periodically.      Eventually  g   (t)   will   generate   the 
o 
approximation   formula,   and   g,(t)   +   g»(t)   +   ...  will  generate   the 
error   term. 
Expand  each g   (t)   in a  Fourier  series, 
n 
[2.8] g   (t)   =  1/2A +     E     [A       cos(knt/T)   + B    , sin(knt/T)]   , 
n n,o       ,   .,       n,k n,k k=l , 
where   the   coefficients  are: 
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[2.9]     A  "- 1/T fl{l+1lT  e atf(t>lCos(knt/T)dt , 
B . = 1/T fl{l+1)T  e"atf(t)sin(knt/T)dt . 
n,K       zni 
Summing [2.9] we obtain: 
[2.10]    E A ,_ = 1/T r  e~atf(t)cos(knt/T)dt = Re[F(a + ikn/T)] 
n=0 
E B   = 1/T /" e~atf(t)sin(knt/T)dt = Im[f(a + ikn/T)] 
n=0 n'k 
Sum [2.8] with respect to n, substitute [2.9],  and multiply by 
at 
e  .  The result is: 
CO 
[2.11]    eat  Z g (t) =  e at/T[ l/2F(a) + 
n=0 n 
00 
E { Re[F(a+kni/T)]cos(knt/t)- 
k=l 
Im[F(a+kni/T)]sin(knt/T)}] . 
~at 
In the interval 0 < t < 2T,  g (t) = e   f(t).  In this region 
o 
the left side of the above equation becomes: 
00 
[2.12]        f(t) + eat  E  g (t) . 
n=l -f 
at 
Define:   error= e    Eg (t) . 
n=l  Q 
33    \ 
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\  ° 
-1 
and substitute in [2.7] to get: 
[2.13]    error =  E  exp(-2naT)f(2nT+t) . 
n=l 
Define:   f(t) = f(t) + error , then 
[2.14]    f(t) = eat/T [ l/2F(a) + L  {Re[F(a+k i/T)]cos(k t/T) 
k=l 
Im[F(a+k i/T)]sin(k t/T)]] 
2.4 Error term 
Assume 0   <  t   <   2T throughout   this   section.      Using   [2.13]   and 
our   assumption that   f(t)<Me     ,   we  get: 
error   <•   I exp(-2naT)[Mexp(2naT +  at)]    ,   or 
n=l 
[2.15] error   < Meat    I   exp(2(a-a)Tn) 
» 
1 \ 
\ 
Using the geometric series: 
Z  un = l/(l/u-l) . we have 
n=l 
34 
^J 
error   < Meat/[exp(2(a-o)T)-l] 
\    Define 'relative   error  E,   E = error/Me     .-■   Then 
E  <   l/[exp(2(a-a)T)-l]   . 
For practical purposes we would select E to be a small number 
like .005 (2 significant digits). The above equation could be 
replaced with  the  requirement   that: 
E  <  exp(-2(a-a)T)   , 
l 
or.sinlce  E  is  positive 
[2.16] a   >  a -  ln(E)/2T  . 
2.5   Summary of   inversion  algorithm 
A) Select a such that f (t) is of exponential order, or 
equivalently, select a such that it is greater than the real part of 
any  singularity of   the  Laplace   transform F(s). 
B) Select T such that T > t/2. As a matter of 'practical 
consideration,   T=1.5t   seems   to   converge   fairly well. 
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C) Select E' as the largest allowable relative error (ex. E'=.005 
if we want 2 significant digits). . 
D) Let  a = a - ln(E')/2T 
E) Evaluate the partial sums of the series: . 
00 
eatF(a)/2T +     E    Re [exp(A.t)F(A.) ] /T 
1 k k 
F) Accelerate   convergence with  a  transform  like   the   one   discussed 
in  chapter 3. 
The most important input parameter is a (step A). We 
frequently do not know required conditions. Test runs have, shown 
that if we make increasing guesses for a's, then we will continue to 
get different values for f(t) until we reach a value for a that 
satisfies the requirements. At this point all larger guesses will 
yield  the   same  value   for   f(t). 
The   other   danger    is    that    too   large    of   an   a   will    slow 
convergence   considerably. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
3.1 Introduction 
The epsilon argument is a sequence to sequence transformation 
that generates Pade approximants. Some uses of the. transformation 
are to accelerate convergence of a slowly converging series, or to 
obtain useful results from a diverging series. 
This chapter will begin with several examples which explain the 
algorithm and demonstrate the practicality of the transformation. 
Later the mathematical theory will be presented. The reader does 
not need to understand what a Pade approximant is to read the 
examples. .r -*v*'* 
3.2 Examples 
••example  1-  slowly  converging   series 
Consider the series 4(1 - 1/3 + 1/5 - 1/7 + ... ), with partial sums 
4, 2.667, 3.467, ... , which is known to converge to n. We 
construct the table below with three simple rules: l)The entries in 
the first column are zero, 2)the entries in the second column are 
the partial sums, and 3)every subsequent entry, x, is determined by 
the   rule: ?j 
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  B 
[3.1] C x x =  C +   (A-B)"1, 
TABLE 1 
4.00* 
0.0 -.75 
2.67     3.17* 
0.0 1.25     -28.7 
3.47     3.13     3.14* 
0.0 -1.75    82.2 
2.90     3.15 
\ 0.0 2.25 '%• 
3.34 
0.0 
The   sequence   of   interest   is   the   starred   entries.      These   are   the 
i \ [N,N]   Pade Approximants   starting with   [0,0].      If   we. were   to   extend 
this  table,   but  only print   the  partial   sums   (second  column),   and  the 
Pade   approximants   (   starred entries  of  the  first   diagonal   ),we would 
get   the   sequences   below.     Obviously  the   second   sequence   converges 
much  faster. 
TABL E 2 
Partial Sums Pade approximants 
0   4.00 [0,0] 4.00 
1   2.67 
2   3.47 [1.1] 3.17 
3   2.90 
4   3.34 [2,2] 3.14 
5   2.98 
6   3.02 [3.3] 3.14 
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**example 2~ "divergTng' series" 
2     3     4 Consider the series: ln(l+x) = x - x /2 + x /3 - x /4 + . .«» which 
converges for -1 < x < 1.  Print the partial sums and the Pade 
approximants for x=2, using the rule [3.1]. 
TABLE 3 
Partial   sums 
o 2.00 
1 0.00 
2 2,67 
3 -1.33 
4 5.07 
5 -5.60 
6| 12.7 
7 -19.3 
8 37.6 
Pade   approximants 
[0,0] 2.0000 
[1.1] 1.1429 
[2.2] 1.1014 
[3.3] 1.0988 
[4.4] 1.0986 
The number 1.0986 is an approximation of ln(3) good to five 
significant figures. The Pade sequence will not always converge, but 
there  is not  a  complete  theory  to predict' when convergence  occurs". 
The full range of the. convergence of the [N.N] Pade 
approximants is not' known, but examples have been investigated 
(Baker,1965) which seem to indicate that it greatly exceeds the 
situations   for which   it  has been proved.* 
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••example  3-  rational   functions 
2 3 Consider  the   series   l/(l-x)   =l+x+x     +x     +...-.     For  x=l/3   the 
series   sums   to  3/2.     The whole   table   is  printed below: 
TABLE 4 
1* ""\ I 
0 3 
4/3 3/2* 
0 9 ' 
13/9     . 
0 
As we can sec, the exact sum of 3/2 appears as the [1,1] Pade 
approximant. Any attempt to carry this table out further will 
result in infinite values,a factor that must be considered if we 
attempt to write a computer program to produce tables like the one 
above. 
In general the degree of the denominator of the rational 
function determines the number of terms needed for convergence. In 
the above example the denominator is of degree 1, so the [1,1] Pade 
approximant   is   the  correct   sum. 
This property may be employed to yield a useful test of whether 
a^given series, whose closed form sum is unknown, is associated 
with  a   rational   function  or  not.   * 
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3.3  Pade   approximants 
The   examples   showed   a   convenient   way   to   generate   Pade 
approximants,   and  demonstrated  their  utility.     Now we  define   them. 
2 Let  P(z)   be  an   infinite  power   series:   P(z)   =  a     +  a.,z  + a„z.    +   ... 
o   1    2 
Let A(z) be the [m,n] Pade approxitoant to P(z).  By definition, 
A(z) = r(z)/s(z) where r(z) and s(z) are polynomials of degree m and 
n respectively, s(0)=l, and s(z)P(z) - r(z) = z     (K + K z +... 
The definition is best understood by looking at a simple [1,1] 
Pade approximant. 
/ 
\     Let A(z) be a [1,1] Pade approximant.  Then A(z) is of the general 
form (Bz + C)/(Dz +1).  We need to find B,C, and D so that 
I (Dz  +  l)P(z)   -   (Bz,+ C)   =   z3(K    + K z  +   ...) j l l 
i 
The   following  procedure   is   self-explanatory. 
i 
/..... -' ■ ■ 
l (Dz  + l)(a     +  a,z   + a„z   )   -   (Bz + C) / o 1 I 
2 3 
=        (a  - C)   +  (a  D - B + a,)z  +  (a,D +  a„)z     + a.Dz     . / o o l l z l 
Set a-C    =     aD-B+a,       =     a.D +  a.     =     0   , 
o o 112 
and   solve   for  B,   C,   and D,   to obtain: 
C =  a D = -a./a, B =  a,   -  a  a„/a, 
o 2     1 1 o  2     1 
Using these values for B, C, and D in A(z) to obtain: 
4} 
/ 
\ 
-^ 1 
AK) =  (ai 
\. 
V2)z * Vl 
-^ *p  
X 
Table  S  obtains   the   [1,1]   Pade   approximant   to   the  power   series  P(z) 
\ 
TABLK5 
\ 
1/U   z>\ 
aotaiz 
a  +a,z+a„z 
O       1 L 
a    +   a,   +     [l/(a.z)   - l/(a,z)] 
O 1 2. 1 
-1 
\ 
l/(a2z) 
The  final   entry  is  algebraicly  equal   to A(z). 
3.4  The   epsilon argument 
The transformation from the sequence of part.ial sums to the 
Pade approximants was presented as a set of instructions on how to 
create   a   table.      A   closed   form   expression   that   describes    this 
nonlinear  sequence-to-sequence   transformation   is  given by: 
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(m) (m+1)   ^  .     (m+1) (m)   ,-1 
s+l s-a s s 
with e■      = 0 and e       =  S   . 
-1 o m 
S     is   the   m'th   partial' sum.     The   term   e„        is   the    [r,r+m]   Pade 
m 2r 
approximant.      The   starred   terms   in  the   tables   (sect.   3.2)   are   the 
(0)
        r        i     ■  ♦   • e.       =;   [r,r]   entries. 
The epsilon argument has a wide range of applications besides 
the ones demonstrated. For example the algebraic form of Pade 
approximants (sec. 3.3) can be calculated, as opposed to just the 
numerical form (sec. 3»2). MacDonald5 list other uses as numerical 
integration, curve fitting, and extrapolation. These applications 
are  beyond  the   scope   of   this  paper. 
3.5  Iteration 
We can regard the sequence of [n,n] Pade approximants as a new 
set of partial sums. These in turn can be subjected to the epsilon 
argument. This observation is of dubious importance since the table 
is not that hard to generate. The whole table need not be stored in 
computer memory since each diagonal is sufficient to generate, the 
next diagonal. Still, iteration may be of importance if computer 
space is at a premium. 
4'3 
The IMSL subroutine FLINV limits itself to a maximum of 49 
partial sums used by the epsilon argument. The documentation does 
not indicate if iteration is used. . 
^5r 
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